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1 Introduction

The topics discussed in this paper are closely connected to the development
of parallel finite element algorithms and software based on domain decompo-
sition [1, 2]. Numerical simulation on parallel computers generally produces
data in large quantities being kept in the distributed memory. Traditional
methods of postprocessing by storing all data and processing the files with
other special software in order to obtain nice pictures may easily fail due to
the amount of memory and time required.

On the other hand, developing new and efficient parallel algorithms in-
volves the necessity to evaluate the behavior of an algorithm immediately
as an on-line response. Thus, we had to develop a set of visualization tools
for parallel numerical simulation which is rather quick than perfect, but still
expressive. The numerical data can be completely processed in parallel and
only the resulting image is displayed on the user’s desktop computer while
the numerical simulation is still running on the parallel machine.

This software package for parallel postprocessing is supplemented by inter-
faces to external software running on high-performance graphic workstations,
either storing files for an off-line postprocessing or using a TCP/IP stream
connection for on-line data exchange.

2 Pre- and postprocessing interfaces in parallel
computation

The main purpose of parallel computers in the field of numerical simulation
is number crunching. The discretization of mathematical equations and the
refinement of the meshes within the domain of interest lead to large arrays
of numerical data which are stored in the distributed memory of a MIMD
computer. The tasks of pre- and postprocessing, however, are not the primary
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and obvious fields of parallelization because of its mostly higher part of user
interaction. Principally, a program has one input and one output of data
and the parallel computer should act as a black box which accelerates the
numerical simulation.

Thus, looking into this black box we have some internal interfaces adapt-
ing the sequential view for the user outside to the parallel behavior on the
computer cluster inside [3]. The left column in Fig. 1 shows the typical pro-
cessing sequence, and the right column specifies how this is split with respect
to the location where it is processed.
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Fig. 1. Pre- and postprocessing interfaces on a parallel computer

In the preprocessing phase on a single workstation it is obviously useful
to handle only coarse meshes and use them as input for a parallel program.
More complex geometries may also be described separately and submitted to
the program together with the coarse grid data. The mesh refinement can be
performed with regard to this geometric requirements [4] (see Figs. 2,3).

In the postprocessing phase we have similar problems in the reverse way.
The values which are computed in distributed memory must be summarized to
some short convincing information on the desktop computer. If this infomation
should express more than the total running time, it is mostly any kind of
graphical output which can be quickly captured for evaluation.
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Fig. 2. Coarse mesh and refinement for a spherical surface
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Fig. 3. Coarse mesh and refinement for a crankshaft

3 Implementation methods

3.1 Assumptions

The special circumstances arising from parallel numerical simulation allow two
different policies of sharing the work for postprocessing among the parallel
processors and the workstation:

1. Convert as much as possible from numerical data to graphical data (e.g.
plot commands at the level of pixels and colors) on the parallel computer
and send the result to the workstation which has only to display the
images.

2. Send numerical data to the workstation and use high-end graphic tools to
obtain any suitable visualization.

Beginning in the late 1980’s, when a parallel computer was still an exotic
equipment with special hardware and software, our aim was first of all a
rather quick and dirty visualization of numerical results for low-cost desktop
workstations. Hence, we preferred the first policy where most of the work is
done on the parallel computer.

Therefore, our first implementation of graphical output from the parallel
computer is based on a minimum of assumptions:
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• The program runs on a MIMD computer with distributed memory and
message passing. (Shared-memory machines can always simulate message
passing.)

• A (virtual) hypercube topology is available for communication within the
parallel computer. It may also be sufficient to have an efficient implemen-
tation of the global data exchange for any number of processors other than
a hypercube.

• At least one processor (the root processor 0) is connected to the user’s
workstation directly or via ethernet.

• At least this root processor can use X11 library functions and contact the
X server on the user’s workstation.

Such a minimum of implementation requirements has been well-tried giving
a maximum of flexibility and versatility on changing generations of parallel
computers. The communication interface is not restricted to a certain stan-
dard library, it is rather an extension to PVM, MPI or any hardware specific
libraries [5, 6]. Since the parallel graphics library uses only this interface as
well as the basic X11 functions abstaining from special GUI’s, it has not only
been able to survive for the last two decades, but was also successfully applied
in testing parallel algorithms and presenting their computational results.

3.2 Levels of implementation

According to the increasing requirements over a couple of years, our visualiza-
tion library grew up in a few steps, each of them representing a certain level
of usage (see Fig. 4).

• At the basic level there is a set of drawing primitives as an interface for
Fortran and C programmers hiding the complex X11 data structures.

• The next step provides a simple interface for 2-dimensional finite element
data structures to be displayed in a window. This includes the usual variety
of display options including special information related to the subdomains
or material data.

• For 3-dimensional finite element data we only had to insert an interface for
projecting 3D data to a 2D image plane (surface plot or sectional view).
Then the complete functionality of the 2D graphics library is applicable
for the projected data.

• Alternatively, it is possible to transfer the complete information about the
3D structure (as a file or a socket data stream) to a separate high-end
graphic system with more features. Such a transfer was integrated in our
graphics interface library as an add-on using for reference e. g. the IRIS
Explorer [7] as an external 3D graphic system.

Details of those interfaces for programmers and users are given in [8].
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Fig. 4. Graphics library access for parallel finite element applications

3.3 Examples for 2D graphics

Because our requirements are content with a basic X-library support we have
a quite simple interface for user interaction. The graphical menus are as good
as “hand-made” (see Fig. 5). This is sufficient for a lot of options to select
data and display styles as needed.

Fig. 5. Screenshots of the user interface with menus and various display options
(deformation, stresses, material regions, coarse grid, subdomains)
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Fig. 6. Strains within a tensil-loaded workpiece in different color schemes

However, it is also provided that the programmer may pre-define a set
of display options and show the same picture without interaction at running
time, e. g. for presentations or frequently repeated testing.

Among others, the menu offers a lot of common drawing options, such as

• draw grid or boundary lines, isolines or colored areas;
• various scaling options, vector or tensor representation;
• zooming, colormaps, pick up details for any point within the domain.

In particular, the user may zoom into the 2D domain either by dragging
a rectangular area with the mouse or by typing in the range of x- and y-
coordinates. Different colormaps may give either a smooth display or one
with higher contrast. For illustration, Fig. 6 shows one and the same example
displayed once with a black and white, once with a grayscale coloring. The
number of isolines can be explicitly redefined, leading to different densities of
lines. In some cases a logarithmic scaling gives more information than a linear
scale (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Linear and logarithmic scale for isolines

If a solution of elastic or plastic deformation problems or in simulation of
fluid dynamics has been computed, the first two components can be considered
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as the displacement or velocity vector. Such a vector field can be shown by
small arrows in grid points. A displacement (possibly scaled by a certain
factor) may also be added to the coordinates to show the deformed mesh.

As mentioned above, the 2D graphics interface is used as base level for
displaying certain views of 3D data.

3.4 Examples for 3D graphics

The primary aim of the 3D graphics support for our parallel finite element
software was to have a low-cost implementation based on the already running
2D graphics. A static three-dimensional view which is recognizable for the
user, may be either a surface plot or an intersecting plane:

1. In the case of intersecting a three-dimensional mesh by cutting each af-
fected tetrahedron or hexahedron, the result is a mesh consisting of poly-
gons with 3 to 6 edges. Inserting a new point (e.g. the barycenter of the
polygon), this may easily be represented by a triangular finite element
mesh (Fig. 8).
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Solution for an intersecting plane
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Surface view
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Fig. 8. Intersecting plane and surface view of a three-dimensional solid

2. The projection of any surface mesh of a tetrahedral or hexahedral finite
element mesh to the image plane can be represented as a two-dimensional
triangular or quadrangular finite element mesh. Of course, only such sur-
face polygons are considered that point towards the viewer (Fig. 8, right).
Anyhow, some of those faces may be hidden if the solid is not convex. In
this case the mesh may be displayed as a wireframe, accepting some faulty
display, or the display may be improved by a depth-sort algorithm (Fig.
9). A complete hidden-line handling was not the purpose of this graphics
tool for parallel applications.
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hollow cylinder - some hidden lines are visible
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hollow cylinder - correct view
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Fig. 9. Different displays for a non-convex solid

3. Another kind of “intersection” can be obtained by clipping all elements
of a three-dimensional mesh above a given plane and show a surface view
of the remaining body (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Comparison of intersection and clipping with the same plane

4. Sometimes multiple clipping planes may give a better impression of the
three-dimensional representation (Fig. 11,12).

In the case of an intersecting plane, the two-dimensional view will be just this
plane. In the other cases there remains an additonal option to specify the view
coordinate system for the projection of the surface. For that purpose, the user
may define the viewer’s position, i.e. the normal vector of the image plane,
and for a perspective view also the distance from the plane. A bounding box
with the position of the axes in the current view and the cut or clip planes
is always displayed in a separate window as shown in the leftmost pictures of
Figs. 8, 10, or 11.

Certainly, from a given view, any rotation of the coordinate system is
supported to get another view.
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Fig. 11. Surface view of a three-dimensional solid after clipping at two planes

Magnitude of deformation at the surface
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Fig. 12. Deformation of a solid that includes a sphere with different material, a
view to the surface and the more interesting view into the interior, clipped by 3
planes

4 Additional tasks

Although the primary purpose of this visualization tool was to have an imme-
diate display of results from numerical simulation with parallel finite element
software, it is only a small step forward to use this software for some additional
more or less general features.

4.1 Multiple views simultaneously

Since the programmer may switch off the menu and user interaction in the
graphics window for the purpose of a presentation, frequently repeated tests,
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or time-dependend simulation as in Sect. 4.3, it may be convenient to split
the graphics window into two or more regions with separate views. Thus, e. g.
multiple physical quantities or the mesh may be displayed simultaneously (see
screenshot in Fig. 13).

Such settings may be made either by the user via the menu of the graph-
ics window, or by the programmer via subroutines provided by the graphics
library.

Fig. 13. The screenshot shows two displays in a split window

4.2 Postscript output

Here and there it may be sufficient to use a screen snapshot to get a printable
image of the graphical output. But higher print quality can be obtained us-
ing real postscript drawing statements for scalable vector graphics instead of
scaled pixel data. The procedure for this purpose is very simple. Each drawing
primitive for the X11 interface has its counterpart to write the corresponding
postscript commands. The user may switch on the postscript output and any
subsequent drawings are simultaneously displayed on the screen and written
to the postscript file until the postscript output is closed.

The format of the files is encapsulated postscript (EPS), best suited for in-
cluding in LATEX documents or to be converted to PDF format using epstopdf.
The header of the postscript file contains some definitions and switches which
may be adapted afterwards (see [8]).

4.3 Video sequences

Even though the performance of computers increases rapidly, there are always
some tasks that cannot be simulated in real-time, e. g. in fluid dynamics.
Hundreds of small time-steps have to be simulated one by one. In each of
them, one or more linear or non-linear systems of equations must be solved in
order to compute updates of quantities such as velocity, pressure, or density.
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In each time-step our visualization tool may produce a single image of the
current state on the screen.

At the end one is interested in the behavior of any physical quantity during
the sequence of time-steps, i. e. to see an animation or a movie.

In order to simplify the simulation process, the visualization may be
switched into a “batch mode”, where the current view is updated automati-
cally after each time-step, without user interaction. In most cases, however,
the (parallel) numerical simulation together with the computation and display
of graphical output will not be fast enough to see a “movie” on the screen in
real-time.

Therefore, one of the additional tools is a separate program that captures
the images from the screen (triggered by a synchronizing command of the
simulation program) and saves them as a sequence of image files. After the
simulation has finished the animated solution may be viewed with any suitable
tool (xanim, mpegtools).

Refer to http://www.tu-chemnitz.de/∼pester/exmpls/ for a list of
examples with animated solutions.

5 Remarks

This article was intended to give only a short overview on visualization soft-
ware which was implemented for parallel computing already some years ago,
but has also been enhanced more and more over the years. The tools are flex-
ible with respect to the underlying hardware and parallel software. Within
this scope such an overview cannot be complete. For more technical details
and examples one may refer to the cited papers and Web addresses.
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